
  

  
Abstract—This paper presents MPPT converter for battery 

charger. The converter combines both ćuk and buck converters 
to extract the maximum power from the sun while supplying a 
controlled constant current/voltage to the battery. The topology 
uses two control signals instead of one control signal; one for 
tracking the maximum power point, another for charging the 
battery providing constant current/voltage to the battery. The 
advantage of this converter is to exploit the maximum power of 
the PV array avoiding battery damage caused by variable 
MPPT voltage. The effectiveness of the proposed converter was 
tested in simulation in various operating conditions. 
 

Index Terms—MPPT control, Photovoltaic systems, DC/DC 
converters.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Solar power has increased the attention for its significant 

potential in solving future energy problems and the foreseen 
severe shortage of energy sources. Photovoltaic (PV) inverter 
systems can be either stand-alone or grid-connected system. 
Grid-connected systems are used to reduce utility power [1], 
whereas standalone ones provide the required power without 
the use of utility [2], [3]. Furthermore, standalone systems 
dispense with the grid, so they need batteries that store the 
energy to supply load when the solar-energy production is 
low.  

Storage batteries need a deep cycle to discharge a 
significant amount of the stored energy. The commonest 
deep-cycle battery is nickel-cadmium through it costs more 
than does lead-acid battery. Valve-regulated lead-acid 
(VRLA) battery has been widely used in PV applications 
recently. It is low-cost, maintenance-free, and considered the 
most recyclable among batteries [4]. For long battery life, a 
charge controller preventing complete discharging and 
surplus charging is needed. Battery life reduces when the 
PV-produced energy is low. Therefore, the converter needs 
maximum power point tracker (MPPT) control. 

The conflict between charger control and MPPT control is 
that the charger control needs constant current and voltage to 
charge battery, whereas MPPT control produces variable 
voltage and current, which depends on PV power (that in turn 
depends on weather conditions). MPPT extracts additional 
power from PV array under specific conditions. It represents 
optimal load to PV array, producing an opportune voltage to 
the load. The PV cell yields exponential curves of the current 
and the voltage where the maximum power occurs at the 
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curve’s mutual knee [5]. The applied MPPT uses a type of 
control and logic to look for the knee, which in turn, allows 
converter to extract maximum power from the PV array. The 
tracking method, perturb and observe (P&O) [6], provides a 
new reference signal for the controller and extracts maximum 
power from the PV array. 

Unlike research in MPPT and battery charger, combined 
research in MPPT for battery charger is rarely reported. In 
MPPT for battery charger, one control signal controls only 
one system (either charger or MPPT) at any single time. 
When the converter uses one control signal, the voltage 
supplying the battery is either not constant (the absence of 
voltage control possibly damaging battery), or constant 
(hence MPP cannot be achieved). 

One of the most important issues that must be taken into 
consideration of the PV converter applications is the flowing 
of input current. Some converters like buck or buck-boost 
converter have a switch in series with the PV source. This 
series switch can lose half of the power available from the PV 
array. The other important thing is the independency of 
control functions. Therefore, the use of two control switches 
for each function will definitely improve the desired output 
for each function. Buck converter as a battery charger for 
standalone system is proposed in [7] and [8]. One control 
switch is used for SEPIC converter to control both MPPT and 
the battery charger [9]. In [10], the author used buck-boost 
converter to charge the battery with MPPT. 

This paper describes a novel charger with fewer batteries, 
achieving maximum exploitation of power, and longer 
battery lifetime. The next sections of this paper are organized 
as follows: Section II describes the analysis of the overall 
system, Section III presents the ćuk-buck converter, Section 
IV presents the implementation of the control system, and 
Section V shows the results while Section VI draws the 
conclusions. 

 

II. OVERALL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
Fig. 1 is a block diagram of the ćuk-buck MPPT charger, 

shown with the inverter. The ćuk-buck converter was 
supplied from the PV array and the output was connected to 
the batteries. The batteries were connected to the boost 
converter to step up battery voltage from 48V to 240V as 
inverter input. The inverter side including the boost converter 
output signal is controlled using PID controller. Two control 
signals control the converter. One tracks the maximum power, 
while the other controls the battery charger. The main 
function of the DC-DC converter is to increase or decrease 
the level of the voltage fed to the inverter. In this work, 
however, voltage level increases and decreases according to 
the MPPT scheme. The charge controller, furthermore, 
changes the voltage level to 58V charging the batteries. The 
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MPPT control signal changes the duty cycle of the 
pulse-width modulated (PWM) signal, which tracks the 
reference signal. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Block diagram of the ćuk-buck and inverter-based PV system. 

 
The reference signal of the MPPT output compared the DC 

voltage applied before the second switch. This signal is 
adaptive, its shape changes with weather conditions. The 
ćuk-buck’s first switch, thus, feeds the second stage of the 
converter with the most suitable power. The second switch is 
fed by the control signal that compares the voltage and 
current applied on the battery following the three-stage 
control as illustrated in the fourth section. The circuit 
diagram of the ćuk-buck converter is shown in Fig. 2. 

The controller operates the system in four operation states 
owing to the battery state of charge, the load, and the 
available power. The first state starts when the available PV 
power is less than the load power. The battery supplies the 
load automatically. The second state takes place when the 
available power is larger than the load power, and then, the 
undue power charges the battery. In the previous two states, 
the battery current supposedly cannot reach its reference 
current, but the signal generated by the battery current PID 
controller which is supplied with the most available power 
will generate zero-error signal. 

The zero-error signal will charge the battery, and the 
maximum power operation will be already solved using the 
first switch controller which is MPPT-PID controller. In the 
third state, the available power of the PV modules is larger 
than the battery charging and the load power. In this case, the 
battery current will reach its reference current. As a result, the 
PV module will shift the reference voltage to a higher level 
than the MPPT voltage. Furthermore, the generated PV 
power will balance the load and the charging, as well. As a 
matter of fact, the third state cannot happen in the prescribed 
system because the PV array power is designed to be equal to 
the battery power and equal to the load power. In the fourth 
state, the battery voltage is lower than the level that can 
supply the load, and the available PV power is not sufficient 
to supply the load. In this case, a simple comparator switch is 
used to disconnect the load and reconnect if the battery 
voltage is larger than the lowest level of batteries. 

 

III. ANALYSIS OF ĆUK-BUCK CONVERTER 
The ćuk-buck operation starts when the first switch S1 

turns on at time t=0, at which the moment current in inductor 
L1 increases and the voltage on the capacitor turns off diode 
D1. The first capacitor C1 discharges its energy to the circuit 

when S1 turns of at time t=tx. The second switch S2 
instantaneously turns on depending on the feedback signal 
from the battery at time t=ty. The current of S2 passes through 
L3, C2, and the load. Once S2 turns off at time t=tz, the diode 
D2 is connected owing to the energy stored in L3. Fig. 2 shows 
the diodes and the switches, D1, D2, S1, and S2 providing 
synchronous switching action. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Ćuk-buck circuit showing the synchronization of switches and diodes. 

 
Now, a very small scope of the current through L1 is taken 

as shown in Fig. 3, where the current I1 can be shown linearly 
during time ton. According to Fig. 3, equation (1) can be 
concluded. 
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Fig. 3. Scope of very small current signal passing through inductor L1. 

 
During the charging of C1, L1 current falls linearly. 
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Expressing that the duty cycle of S1 is D and the period is T, 
then: 

DTton =              (5) 

and, 
TDtoff )1( −=            (6) 

Substituting (5) and (6) in (4) and (2) respectively, 
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Assuming that the current of L2 rises linearly from ItY to ItZ 
in time ton, then: 
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Similarly,  
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Moreover, at a small scope, the current falls linearly from 
ItZ to ItY in time toff, so: 
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where, 
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From (8) and (10), 
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From (7) and (14), 
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Assume that current in L3 rises linearly, 
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and,  
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From (16) and (17), the following relation can be derived, 
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Suppose that duty cycle of the second switch S2 is δ, then: 

Tton δ=            (19) 

and 
          ( )Ttoff δ−= 1            (20) 

Substituting (19) and (20) in (18), we can get, 

( ) ( ) 01 =−++− TVTVV BBx δδ        (21) 
and, 

0=+− xB VV δ           (22) 

Similarly,  
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From (15) and (23), 
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where δ is the duty cycle that controls the battery charger and 
D is the duty cycle that controls the maximum-power-point 
tracker. 

The time diagram of voltages and currents shown in Fig. 2 
is presented in Fig. 4, where the values of inductors and 
capacitors are properly chosen for very low output voltage 
ripples.  The voltage and current waveforms are working in 
continuous conduction mode. Owing to the parameters, the 
instantaneous inductors current does not fall to zero at any 
time during the switching cycle. 

 

IV. CONTROL FOR ĆUK-BUCK CONVERTER   
Three stages are presented for the charger. The first stage 

is the constant current reference signal with 0.175C that was 
used to charge the battery 85%. The second stage is the 
constant voltage control, which applied 58V to the battery till 
it was fully charged. The last stage is the floating charge, 
which applied a constant 54V to the battery, and the charge 
current was below 0.05C. The use of the floating charge 
extends the battery life time. Thus, the battery charge current 
was large in the first stage, then it was gradually reduced in 
the next stage [11]. 

The reference signals for both the voltage and the current 
are compared with the feedback signals. A triangular carrier 
signal was also compared with the error signals and 
generated the PWM that fed the second switch of the 
ćuk-buck converter. 

The MPPT control technique is applied to achieve a new 
reference voltage for the PID controller. It changes the duty 
ratio of the PWM signal for the first switch of the ćuk-buck 
converter. The P&O algorithm has a simple structure and 
requires only a few parameters (i.e. power and voltage), so it 
is extensively used in many MPPT systems [12]-[16]. 
Furthermore, it can be easily applied to any PV panel, 
regardless of the PV module’s characteristics for the MPPT 
process. 

The P&O method periodically perturbs duty ratio (through 
reference signal) and compares instantaneous power with 
past power (before perturbation). Based on this comparison, 
the PV voltage determines the direction of the next 
perturbation. Fig. 5 shows the flowchart of the P&O method. 
It simply shows that if the power slope and the voltage slope 
increase, the reference voltage will increase; otherwise, it 
will decrease. 

Step-size of the P&O method affects two parameters: 
accuracy and speed. Accuracy increases when step-size 
decreases but when environmental conditions change rapidly 
it causes slow response. Larger step-size means faster but less 
accurate MPPT operation and larger intrinsic oscillations 
around the maximum power point in steady state. Therefore, 
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for high speed and accuracy, step-size should be chosen 
appropriately as it shouldn’t be very small or big. It should fit 
with the weather changes. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Time diagram of voltage and current waveforms of ćuk-buck 

converter 
 

 
Fig. 5. Flowchart of P&O based MPPT method. 

 
The duty ratio δ(k) of the PWM is adjusted either by adding 

or subtracting the previous duty ratio δ(k-1) with the duty ratio 
perturbation step-size Δδ as shown in (25). 

δδδ Δ±= − )1()( kk           (25) 

Fig. 6 shows the curves of power vs. voltage, at 25°C and 
50°C, for radiation ranging from 250W/m2 to 1000W/m2. The 
simulation values for the PV modules and the number of the 
PV arrays duplicated those of the experiment setup. 

The reference voltage signal tracking the maximum power 
is illustrated in Fig. 7. The relation between Figs. 8 and 9 can 
now be determined easily. The maximum power occurred 
around 120V to 135V owing to radiation variations. 

 
Fig. 6. Power-Voltage (P-V) curves for the prescribed PV array. 

 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 
A simulation on MATLAB-Simulink verified the practical 

implementation of the proposed converter. Fig. 7 presents the 
reference signal for the output of the ćuk part; it tracked the 
maximum power. Fig. 8 shows the voltage and current output 
signals of the ćuk part of the MPPT-based converter. The 
signals were noticeably not smooth; they carried a 
component of the maximum power between voltage and 
current. The voltage signal (Fig. 8) is similar to the reference 
signal (Fig. 7), while the error signal approached zero (see 
Fig. 9). 

 

 
Fig. 7. Reference voltage, VREF, tracking maximum power. 

 

 
Fig. 8. The ćuk-buck converter’s output voltage and current of the MPPT 

part. 
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Fig. 9. Voltage error signal (ΔV ) corresponding to Fig. 8. 

 
Fig. 10 presents the charging voltage, the current, and the 

state of charge (SOC). The constant current control charges 
the battery to 85% charged state within 4.52 hours. Then, 
constant voltage charging fills the battery within 0.89 hours. 
After that, floating charging is applied to keep the battery 
charged. Fig. 11 shows the discharge characteristics; the 
battery was discharged within 5 hours at a constant 3.5kW 
load with discharging time increasing for lower-value loads 
(12.5 hours for a constant 1.4kW load and 24 hour for a 
constant 720W load). 

 

 
Fig. 10. Charging voltage, current, and state of charge (SOC). 

 

 
Fig. 11. Discharge characteristics of series four 100Ah 12V batteries. 
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